
Discover Georgia

We invite you to discover some of the most important and unique sites of Georgia and learn about its culture, traditions

and history stoned through the ages. The itinerary covers as much as possible important and valuable cultural sites.

Day - 3 Tbilisi

TBILISI: ROUNDTRIP TO WINE REGION KAKHETI (B, L)
Your first stop today is the Bodbe Nunnery, one of the major pilgrimage sites in Georgia and
the place where St. Nino, the 4th.c female enlightener of Georgians is buried. Continue to
Sighnaghi.  The town is famous for its wine and carpet making culture. Enjoy breathtaking
views of Kizikhi area and unusual charm of Sighnaghi – so called ‘City of Love’ which is
surrounded by 18th c. fortified town wall. Discover the special storehouse for harvested
grapes and for making wine. Wine is pressed in a ‘satsnakheli’, a huge wooden vat, in which
the family crushes the grapes. After learning so much about wine, visit the Tsinandali Family
Estate and wine cellar, which once belonged to the 19th century aristocratic poet Alexander
Chavchavadze. After Lunch and your wine tasting, travel back to Tbilisi.
Overnight: Tbilisi
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Inclusions

7 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- Half Day CityTour of Tbilisi

- Wine Tasting at the Tsinandali Family Estate

- Visit Jvari Monastery, Svetitskhoveli Cathedral, Ananuri

Architectural complex

- Hike up to the Gergeti Trinitiy Church

- Learn more about Stalin at its birth-house

- Taste the Borjomi mineral water

- Visit the Vardzia Cave Complex

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses

or with public transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

One bottle of mineral water per person/ per day

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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